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Interpon Ready-to-Ship (RTS) Gen IV 
Life in the fast lane

You demand the best out of your powder coatings products, and 
you need them quickly. That’s why Interpon comprises the biggest 
most comprehensive range of high-quality colors, textures and 
finishes that we can get to you in time for even the most urgent 
jobs.

As well as speed of delivery and product range, we’re also the first 
choice for those of you who are truly committed to sustainability, 
who need to deliver stakeholder value but never at the expense 
of the environment, the people, or the world in which we live. 
Unlike traditional liquid paints, powder coatings are free of Volatile 
Organic Compounds (VOCs), create minimum waste, and through 

their durable, and superdurable qualities deliver longer-lasting 
performance.

We are the first choice for those who admire innovation, for we’re 
constantly developing new coatings to keep you one step ahead 
of the game, recognizing that even the best can always be better.

And we’re the first choice for those who see the value in 
partnerships and experience to make the most out of what you’re 
doing today or make the switch to the new world of possibilities 
tomorrow.

For businesses like yours, speed is everything. You know if you 
can’t perform, you won’t compete, but you want to be fast not 
furious. Our Interpon range of Ready-to-Ship (RTS) powder 
coatings are recognized as the best performing products on the 
market, and with approximately 500 RTS powder coatings to 
choose from, the new Gen IV portfolio is one of the largest in the 
industry. It’s also our most diverse range yet, with unique chrome, 
metallic and matte finishes with enhanced textures specially 
developed for market-specific products.
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Deciding features
By ‘Ready to Ship’, we mean the new portfolio is ready for our 
customers to order and access in standard and/or smaller 
batches, through our partners at Prismatic. Our comprehensive 
range of colors, finishes and textures comprises:

 320 products matching an industry color standard 
 123 products matching a competitor’s color standard
 100 black colors
 14 powder primers 

Market-specific innovations
We have innovated products and created new technologies to 
address certain specific industry needs, including:

 Low energy cure 
 Bonded metallic 
 Monocoat metallic 
 Wrinkle finish 
 High-yield urethane polyesters 
 Low film build 
 Unique special finishes 
 Trend and design finishes

OEM approvals
In addition to having United Laboratories (UL) recognized 
products, we also have OEM approvals for more than 350 
of the products within the latest RTS range.


